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1: George Harold Bass Obituary - Nashville, TN
Bass was born on 30 January at Aswarby, a hamlet near Sleaford, Lincolnshire, the son of a tenant farmer, George
Bass, and a local beauty named Sarah Nee Newman. His father died in when Bass was 6.

There is no reason to suppose that George Bass himself made any claim that his name should be applied to his
discovery. One derives the impression, from a study of his character as revealed in his words and acts, that he
would have been perfectly content had some other name been chosen. He was one of those rare men who find
their principal joy in the free exercise of an intrepid and masculine energy, especially in directions affording a
stimulus to intellectual curiosity. He did not even write a book or an essay about the work he had done. The
whaleboat voyage was tersely recorded in a diary for the information of the Governor; his other material was
handed over to Collins for the purposes of his History of New South Wales , and Bass went about his business
unrewarded, officially unhonoured. It is curiously significant of the modesty of this really notable man that
when, in , he again sailed to Australia, he mentioned quite casually in a letter that he had passed through Bass
Strait without any reference to his own connection with the passage. It was not, to him, "the strait which I
discovered," or "my strait," or "the strait named after me," but simply Bass Strait, giving it the proper
geographical name scored on the map, just as he might have mentioned the name of any other part of the globe
traversed during the voyage. The natural pride of the discoverer assuredly would have been no evidence of
egotism; but Bass was singularly free from all semblance of human weakness of that kind. The difficulties
battled with, the effort joyfully made, the discovery accomplished, he appears hardly to have thought any more
about his own part in it. Not only his essential modesty but his affectionate nature and the frank charm of his
manner are apparent in such of his letters as have been preserved. The association of Bass with Flinders was
fruitful in achievement, and their friendship was perfect in its manliness; it is pathetic to realise that when they
parted, within a few weeks after the return of the Norfolk to Sydney, these two men, still young in years and
rich in hope, ability and enterprise, were never to meet again. His fate is a mystery that has never been
satisfactorily cleared up, and perhaps never will be. He returned to England "shortly after" the voyage of the
Norfolk. So wrote Flinders; but "shortly after" means later than April, , for in that month Bass sat on a board
of inquiry into the Isaac Nicholls case, to be mentioned again hereafter. With a wife to maintain, he was
apparently dissatisfied with his pay and prospects as a naval surgeon. Nor was he quite the kind of man who
would, in the full flush of his restless energy, settle down to the ordinary practice of his profession. Confined
to a daily routine in some English town, he would have been like a caged albatross pining for regions of
illimitable blue. In the early part of he sailed in her with a general cargo of merchandise for Port Jackson. The
brig, which carried twelve gunsâ€”for England was at war, and there were risks to be run â€”was a fast sailer,
teak-built and copper-sheathed, and was described as "one of the most complete, handsome and strong-built
ships in the River Thames, and will suit any trade. The market was "glutted with goods beyond all
comparison," in addition to which Governor King, who succeeded Hunter in , was conducting the affairs of the
settlement upon a plan of the most rigid economy. A contract made with the Governor, to bring salt pork from
Tahiti at sixpence per pound, provided profitable employment for the Venus. Hogs were plentiful in the
Society Islands, and could be procured cheaply. The arrangement commended itself to the thrifty Governor,
who had hitherto been paying a shilling per pound for pork, and it kept Bass actively engaged. He was "tired
of civilised life. Then, he said playfully, "I mean to seize upon my dear Bess, bring her out here, and make a
poissarde of her, where she cannot fail to find plenty of ease for her tongue. We have, I assure you, great plans
in our heads, but, like the basket of eggs, all depends upon the success of the voyage I am now upon. There is
another charming allusion to his wife in a letter written from Tahiti: However, there is nothing to fear here.
The next voyage I have she must make with me, for I shall badly pass it without her. Turn our eyes where we
will, we see nothing but glutted markets around us. In that year Bass arranged to sail beyond Tahiti to the
Chilian coast, to buy other provisions for the use of the colony. Whether he intended to force the hand of
fortune by engaging in the contraband trade can only be inferred. That there was certainly a large amount of
illicit traffic with South America on the part of venturesome captains who made use of Port Jackson as a
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harbour of refuge, is clear from extant documents. The position was this. The persistent policy of Spain in the
government of her South American possessions was to conserve trade exclusively for Spanish ships and
Spanish merchants; and for this purpose several restrictions were imposed upon unauthorised foreign traders.
Nevertheless the inhabitants of these colonies urgently required more goods than were imported under such
excessive limitations, and wanted to get them much cheaper than was possible while monopoly and heavy
taxation prevailed. There was, consequently, a tempting inducement to skippers who were sufficiently bold to
take risks, to ship goods for Chili and Peru, and run them in at some place along the immense coast-line,
evading the lazy eyes of perfunctory Spanish officials, or securing their corrupt connivance by bribes.
Contraband trade was, in fact, extensively practised, and plenty of people in the Spanish colonies throve on it.
As a modern historian writes: Smuggling could therefore be carried on with impunity, and the high prices
which had been given to European wares in America by the system of restriction, constituted a sufficient
inducement to lead the merchants of other nations to engage in contraband trade. Now Bass, as already related,
had brought out to Sydney in the Venus a large quantity of unsaleable merchandise. He could not dispose of it
under conditions of glut. He had hoped that the Governor would take the cargo into the Government store and
let it be sold even at a 50 per cent. But King declined to permit that to be done. Here, then, was a singularly
courageous man, fond of daring enterprises, in command of a good ship, with an unsaleable cargo on his
hands. On the other side of the Pacific was a country where such a cargo might, with luck, be sold at a
bounding profit. He could easily find out how the trade was done. There was more than one among those with
whom he would associate in Sydney who knew a great deal about it. He explained that he intended taking the
Venus to visit the coast of Chili in search of provisions, "and that they may not in that part of the world
mistake me for a contrabandist, I go provided with a very diplomatic-looking certificate from the Governor
here, stating the service upon which I am employed, requesting aid and protection in obtaining the food
wanted. And God grant you may fully succeed, says your warm heart, in so benevolent an object; and thus
also say I; Amen, say many others of my friends. He spoke of "digging gold in South America," and clearly
did not mean it in the strict literal sense. It is true that the Governor was anxious to get South American cattle
and beef for the settlement in Sydney, but can that have been the only motive for a voyage beyond Tahiti? He
would not have been likely to make so very handsome a thing out of beef in one voyage, to enable him to
expedite his return to England. The factors of the case are, then, that Bass had on his hands a large quantity of
goods which he had failed to sell in Sydney; that there was a considerable and enormously profitable
contraband trade with South America at the time; that he expected to make a very large and rapid profit out of
the venture he was about to undertake; that he warned Waterhouse against mentioning the matter outside the
family circle, "for there is treason in the very name"; and that he was himself a man distinguished by dash and
daring, who was very anxious to make a substantial sum and return to England soon. The inference from his
language and circumstances as to the scheme he had in hand is irresistible. The "very diplomatic-looking
certificate" which the Governor gave him was dated February 3, It certified that "Mr. In a later despatch he
alluded to vessels which carried goods "from hence to the coasts of the Spanish possessions on the west side
of America," and he observed "that this must be a forced trade, similar to that carried on among the
settlements of that nation and Portugal on the east side of America, and that much risk will attend it to the
adventurers. He never returned, and no satisfactory account of what became of him is forthcoming. In
December, , Governor King remarked in a despatch to the Secretary of State that he had been "in constant
expectation" of hearing from Bass, "to whom, there is no doubt, some accident has occurred. Why did he not
mention the circumstance to the British Government? Why did he not allude to the country to which he well
knew that Bass intended to sail? It would seem that King carefully avoided referring in his official despatches
to an enterprise upon which he had good reason to be aware that Bass had embarked. War between Great
Britain and Spain did not break out till December, , after the seizure of the Spanish treasure fleet by British
frigates off Cadiz October 5th. But in previous years, while Spain, under pressure from Napoleon, lent her
countenance to his aggressive policy, English privateers had freely plundered Spanish commerce in the south
Pacific, and some of them had brought their prizes to Sydney. That this was done with the knowledge of the
authorities cannot be doubted. Everybody knew about it. When the French exploring ships were lying at
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Sydney in , Peron saw there vessels "provided with arms, fitting out for the western coast of America, stored
with merchandise of various kinds. These vessels were intended to establish, by force of arms, a contraband
commerce with the inhabitants of Peru, extremely advantageous to both parties. The irritation caused by the
use that was being made of Sydney as a privateering and contraband base of operations can be well imagined.
As early as December, , indeed, Governor Hunter related that a captured Spanish merchant vessel had been
brought into port, and he acknowledged that "this being the second Spanish prize brought hither, we cannot be
surprised, should it be known that such captures make a convenience of this harbour, if it should provoke a
visit from some of the ships of war from the Spanish settlements on that coast. The authorities would have
been justified in holding up the Venus if they suspected that she carried contraband goods; and their treatment
of her officers and crew might be expected to reflect the temper of their disposition towards Port Jackson and
all that concerned it. If, as the Harrington reported, Bass and his companions were sent to the mines, the
Spanish officials managed their act of punishment, or revenge, very quietly. But at that time there was not a
formal state of belligerency between England and Spain, though the tension of public feeling in Great Britain
concerning Spanish relations with France was acute. If it were considered that such an act as the seizure of the
Venus would be likely to precipitate a declaration of war, the motive for secrecy was strong. Secrecy,
moreover, would have been in complete conformity with Spanish methods in South America. It is not
recorded whether the seizure of the Venus occurred at Callao, Valparaiso or Valdivia; but a British lieutenant,
Fitzmaurice, who was at Valparaiso five years later, heard that a man named Bass had been in Lima some
years before. The latter, in , wrote of him as "alas, now no more. He was a man full of affectionate loyalty to
his friends, and it is not conceivable that he would have left them without news of him if any channel of
communication had been open, as would have been the case had he been at liberty as late as His father-in-law
made enquiries, but failed to obtain news. The report of the Harrington was probably true, but beyond that we
really have no information upon which we can depend. The internal history of Spanish America has been very
scantily investigated, and it is quite possible that even yet some diligent student of archives may find, some
day, particulars concerning the fate of this brave and adventurous spirit. He was observant, shrewd, an untiring
traveller, and an entertaining correspondent. He probably related to his mother, to whom he wrote frequently,
the story of his excursions and experiences, and the historical value of all that he wrote would be very great.
The letters, said the Lincoln friend, were long, "containing full accounts of his discoveries. She kept them in a
box, and used occasionally to amuse herself by reading them. But some time before Miss Calder went to the
box to look at them again, and found that they had disappeared. Whether she had lent them to some person
who had failed to return them, or had mislaid them, is unknown. It is possible that they may still be in
existence in some dusty cupboard in England, and that we may even yet be gratified by an examination of
documents which would assuredly enable us to understand more of the noble soul of George Bass. Though
Sydney was the base of both Flinders in the Investigator and Bass in the Venus in and , they always had the
ill-luck to miss each other. Bass was at Tahiti while Flinders lay in port from May 9th to July 21st, He
returned in November, and left once more on his final voyage in February, Flinders arrived in Sydney again,
after his exploration of the Gulf of Carpentaria, in June, A farewell letter from him to his friend is quoted in a
later chapter. The Bass mystery commences after that date. The Encyclopaedia Britannica 11th edition finds
no space for a separate article on this very remarkable man. Notwithstanding this evident superiority, the
vegetable Mould, is frequently, of nor great depth, and is sometimes, perhaps advantageously mixed with
small quantities of sand. The best of the soil, lies upon the sides of sloping hills, and in the broad vallies
between them. Some parts that are low and level, have a wet, peaty, surface, bounded by small tracts of
flowering heath and oderiferous plants, that perfume the air with the fragrance of their oils.
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To ask other readers questions about The Life Of George Bass, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question about The
Life Of George Bass Yet another chapter of Anglo/Australian history of which I knew but a small fraction. Presented in
an entirely readable format, while learning more of our.

He was so fun and loving. When I worked in your store I always enjoyed when he came in and we talked and
you gave him errands!! I pray for you and the girls, and family and hope you find your way. I have always
loved being your friend and your friendship. Love you, Bonnie Sersland September 1, Lorena I did not know
your husband, but I loved you as a young girl in high school, and my heart goes out to you. Life goes by so
fast, You will be in my prayers, and my thoughts in days to come. And, maybe one day I will get to see you
again. We are grateful for his service in UMC camping, youth and adult ministry, and mission. Bob Whitsett
August 31, George was more than a friend, he was an inspiration for hundreds of people, both young and old.
He was the epitome of what a Christian should be and will be greatly missed. The best accolades I could give
him is this: I wish I could have been like George. Many of us were from single-parent homes, many with
alcohol-related problems. Our church nurtured and inspired us. We have always been grateful! He certainly
did "pass it on" in such a meaningful way, in his private life, as a devoted husband and father, a strong church
worker, and as the founder and leader of MountainTOP, which touched so many lives, of the youth and adults
who shared his love and devotion, but also to the individuals whose lives were impacted by this gift of love
and service. Marcia Nichol Burns, Watsonville, Ca. He touched many lives and will be greatly missed. My
thoughts and prayers are with his family. Libby Mitchell Palmer August 29, I am one of the dozens hundreds?
Actually, I think I joined the church because of the MYF square dances in the parking lot on Sunday nights -where George was the caller, and made them so much fun! And then, I definitely became one of the many,
many teenagers who would literally stand in line to have some time with him on Sunday nights, after MYF.
Lorena -- you were a saint to let us take up so much of his time!! How important he was to all of us. I moved
away from Nashville in , but thanks to Diane and Tommy Hayes, I was able to see him and Lorena a couple of
years ago and introduce my husband to them. I hope I said clearly enough to both Lorena and George how
very much they meant to me. And to read here about everything he accomplished -- George had a very
meaningful and important life. Again -- every really lucky young person will have a "George" in their lives -how fortunate were those of us at Waverly Place Methodist Church! Ellen Bermudez August 29, No words
can encompass the presence, the wisdom, the energy that George radiated. I am so thankful for the opportunity
he afforded to me to join the summer staff at Mountain TOP and I am honored to be a recipient of the
knowledge he shared. Going to our church during ceremony with prayers for you, Trish, Gail, and the family.
Our trips home will never be the same. Thanks Shari Boyd August 29, George was many things to me in the
decade I got to know him, the most important thing he became was my friend. Peggy and Dave Glascoff
August 28, I met George and Renie when they invited my dear college friend, Linda, their niece and me for
Sunday dinner after church. Their home was filled with warmth and love as were their hearts. The Basses were
quite a team and it is hard to imagine one without the other. Together they made the world not only a better
place. George lived a life that mattered to so many. He will be sorely missed. Dave and I send our deepest
sympathy to Renie, Gail, and Trish as well as his extended family and many close friends. May your deep and
abiding faith in God bring you comfort along with your cherished memories. Rhonda Hitt August 28, George
Bass was my uncle. He always showed me how much he loved me. I am so sad and heartbroken learning of
this news about my Uncle George. My prayers are with Rene, Trish and Gail and all of the Bass family. He
had such a huge im pact on all of us. We never forgot him! He was a wonderful man! I owe him so much. He
loved and trusted young people--no small gift. He brought out the best in people because, as he taught those of
us at Mountain T. My heart goes out to Renie, Trish, and Gail. Not only has George finally "found the pony,"
he is seeing our Lord face-to-face and hearing him say, "Well done, good and faithful servant. It has been
some time since I have seen him, but he will be remembered to me as a special person. Diane peterson August
28, I am sorry for your loss but know God has him in his arms. My grand daughter is 6 and when i told her my
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dog em had died and had been old. She immediately said oh grammie I am sorry and I will pray for your dog.
George was a wonderful man who lived the life many just talk about. II knew since him since my daughter
was in early high school. This senior citizen trainer wants to say to you, a trainer who in his Tennessee career
made many a State employee superior in their daily work performance, this Latin expression: Keep up those
superior training sessions in heaven. P and thankful for all of the people he served throughout his life.
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3: WHAT IS LIFE BASS by George Harrison @ www.enganchecubano.com
Learn about George Bass: his birthday, what he did before fame, his family life, fun trivia facts, popularity rankings, and
more.

When his father died in George moved with his mother to Boston. For five years he was apprenticed to the
local surgeon-apothecary Patrick Francis, and at 18 he was accepted after examination in London as a member
of the Company of Surgeons. Within a week he was in the navy, at sea in H. He had brief postings in several
ships, became proficient in navigation and seamanship and fluent in Spanish. He possessed some ninety books
on many subjects, and through print and spoken word he had learnt much of the Pacific explorers. When he
heard that the Reliance was fitting out for New South Wales, he obtained a transfer to her in April , taking
with him as personal servant a boy named William Martin. They arrived at Port Jackson on 7 September
Finding that little of the coast had been explored, Bass, Flinders and young Martin fitted a mast to a small
rowing boat of about 8-foot 2. Their favourable report induced Hunter to examine the country and establish a
settlement at Banks Town. A voyage to Norfolk Island in the Reliance interrupted their exploration, but in
March they set out again in another Tom Thumb to find a river supposed to enter the sea south of Botany Bay.
Bass also made land excursions and searched for natural history specimens. On one trip to the Cowpastures he
found the cattle brought out in the First Fleet and discovered good land near Prospect Hill. On another he
attempted to cross the Blue Mountains, tackling the precipices with scaling irons and ropes, until after fourteen
days his party was driven back by thirst, hunger and fatigue. At Cape Town some officers also bought stock
for themselves, Bass buying a cow and nineteen sheep. There Bass heard a report that coal had been found on
the coast south of Sydney by survivors of the wrecked Sydney Cove. He was back in eight days with
specimens of the coal and a report of its abundance around Coalcliff. He was granted permission to explore the
southern coast and given a well fitted whale-boat, 28 feet 7 inches long 8. In this open boat with six volunteers
and six weeks provisions he left Port Jackson on 3 December On 7 October he set out again to make sure. His
journal of the voyage, quoted in David Collins , An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales,
abounds in observations on Aboriginals, plants, birds and animals, and on the geographical and geological
features of the islands that were visited. On 1 November they found the Tamar estuary and three weeks later
rounded North West Cape to breast the westerly swell of the southern Indian Ocean. They returned to Port
Jackson on 12 January ; in April Bass was elected a member of the Linnean Society, London, and his
scientific works on the anatomy of the wombat, the feeding habits of the swan, and the nesting behaviour of
the white-capped albatross were published. By this time Bass was tiring of poor pay, small prospects and
comparative inactivity as a surgeon. He was impressed by the fortunes awaiting trading shipowners in the
south Pacific, and particularly by Charles Bishop whose venturesome projects had brought him to Port
Jackson in the Nautilus with a cargo of seal skins and oil which he proposed to sell in China. In July they
found the little-known group of Bass Islands, some of which he charted and named, his work being noted in
the charts dedicated to him in by Alexander Dalrymple. At Macao Bishop sold his cargo and the Nautilus at
good profit and they sailed for Bombay. This chart, the first of any accuracy, was published in London in He
reached England in the Woodford at the end of July There he was given twelve months leave by the Medical
Board and became free to work with Bishop in organizing a commercial venture. For the next ten weeks they
were constantly together and she went with him in the Venus to Portsmouth. They parted sadly when the
Venus sailed on 9 January Unfortunately other speculators were ahead of them. Bishop and Bass arrived at
Port Jackson to find the market glutted and their goods unsaleable. Hoping to clear their debts, Bass contracted
with Governor Philip Gidley King to make a voyage to the south sea islands for pork for the government. At
Matavai Bay, Otaheite, Bishop went ashore to set up a trading post, while Bass took the brig to buy pork and
salt from the Sandwich Hawaiian Islands. With creditors still to be satisfied and his crew to be paid, Bass
prepared for a whaling and sealing voyage to New Zealand, but Bishop had fallen ill and an opportunity arose
to run a cargo to South America, perhaps some of his unsold London goods. Although Bass knew the danger
of infringing in trade restricted to Spanish merchants, he was attracted by the handsome profits that might
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unite him with his wife. He sailed into the Pacific on 5 February in command of the Venus. After that time
nothing authentic was heard of him, every rumour being exploded by patient research. His wife waited in vain.
She received a pension from the Admiralty from 18 October , and died on 23 June His mother lived to 92 and
died in at Lincoln. His name lives on in the seas that he explored and his meticulous care had lasting effects on
the work of Matthew Flinders. Bowden, George Bass, Melb, , and for bibliography K.
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4: www.enganchecubano.com:Customer reviews: The Life of George Bass
George Bass (), surgeon and sailor, was born on 30 January at Aswarby in Lincolnshire, England, the only child of
George Bass, a tenant farmer, and his wife Sarah, nÃ©e Newman. When his father died in George moved with his
mother to Boston.

He had attended Boston Grammar School and later trained in medicine at the hospital in Boston, Lincolnshire.
At the age of 18 he was accepted in London as a member of the Company of Surgeons , and in he joined the
Royal Navy as a surgeon. They discovered and explored Port Hacking. Later that year Bass discovered good
land near Prospect Hill , found lost cattle brought out with the First Fleet , and failed in an attempt to cross the
Blue Mountains. In , without Flinders, in an open whaleboat with a crew of six, Bass sailed to Cape Howe ,
the farthest point of south-eastern Australia. From here he went westwards along what is now the coast of the
Gippsland region of Victoria , to Western Port , almost as far as the entrance to Port Phillip Bay, on the north
shore of which is the site of present-day Melbourne. Bass discovered the Kiama area and made many notes on
its botanical complexity and the amazing natural phenomenon, the Kiama Blowhole , noting the volcanic
geology around the Blowhole and contributed much to its understanding. In the course of this voyage Bass
visited the estuary of the Derwent River , found and named by Captain John Hayes in , [7] where the city of
Hobart would be founded on the strength of his report in He was one of the first to describe the Australian
marsupial , the wombat. In January Bass set sail again for Port Jackson, leaving Elizabeth behind, and though
the couple wrote to each other, they did not meet again, as Bass never returned from this journey. Bass was the
owner-manager and set sail in early Among his influential friends and key business associates in the
Antipodes was the principal surgeon of the satellite British colony on Norfolk Island , Thomas Jamison , who
was subsequently appointed Surgeon-General of New South Wales. On passing through Bass Strait on his
voyage he recorded it simply as Bass Strait, like any other geographical feature. On arrival Bass found the
colony awash with goods and he was unable to sell his cargo. What King did though was contract with Bass to
ship salt pork from Tahiti. This was made into axes which were used to trade for the pork in Tahiti before
returning with the latter to Sydney by November Bass and Flinders were both operating out of Sydney during
these times, but their stays there did not coincide. Final voyage[ edit ] What became of Bass is unknown. He
set sail on his last voyage in the Venus on 5 February and he and his crew were never seen again. His plan was
to go to Tahiti and perhaps on to the Spanish colonies on the coast of Chile to buy provisions and bring them
back to Sydney. It has been suspected Bass may also have planned to engage in contraband trade in Chile.
Spain reserved the import of goods into her colonies for Spanish ships and Spanish merchants. But the
colonists needed more than they could supply and shortages and heavy taxation caused high prices,
encouraging an extensive illegal trade with foreign vessels. Port Jackson was described by some 19th-century
historians as a base for such smuggling [14] Britain had no great friendship with Spain at that time so British
authorities were unconcerned. Two of his last letters have hints at a venture which he could not name. But in
any case he set off in , with a diplomatic letter from Governor King attesting his bona-fides and that his sole
purpose if he were on the West coast of South America would be in procuring provisions. Bass had made the
usual contributions to the fund from his salary. One story, attributed to William Campbell of the brig
Harrington has it that Bass was captured by the Spanish in Chile and sent to the silver mines. However, this
story dates from in a report by William Fitzmaurice. There are good records of Campbell in , and then in when
he captured a Spanish ship, but Bass is not mentioned at those times. Three months also seems a little short for
Bass to reach Chile and then the Harrington to get back to Sydney. Another factor against the South American
story is that all British prisoners held by the Spanish in Chile and Peru were freed in and returned to Europe. If
the crew of the Venus had indeed been captured then none of the 25 survived. Adventurer Jorgen Jorgenson
wrote about Bass in his autobiography, claiming Bass had attempted forced trade at gunpoint in Chile, and
was captured when he let his guard down. Jorgenson probably met Bass, but this account is almost certainly an
invention. A search of Spanish archives in by scholar Pascual de Gayangos and a search of Peruvian archives
in by historian Jorge Ortiz-Sotelo found no mention of Bass. His ultimate fate remains a mystery.
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Recognition[ edit ] Western Port th anniversary of discovery re-enactment plaque. In he was honoured on a
postage stamp issued by Australia Post [1] , and again in with Matthew Flinders. A plaque memorialising this
was added to the Bass and Flinders memorial at Flinders. The following places were named after Bass:
5: George Bass Biography - Facts, Childhood, Wiki, Family Life & Achievements
The full biography of George Bass, including facts, birthday, life story, profession, family and more.

6: About Page - George Bass Fine Gentlemen's Clothing | George Bass
A full account of the life, times and mysterious disappearance of George Bass, one of Australia's most significant
maritime explorers, from the author of the highly acclaimed Discovery and The Life of Matthew
www.enganchecubano.com 5 February , the t.

7: George Bass - Wikipedia
Welcome to George Bass. We feature an edited collection of the best of men's clothing and accessories. Our life story
has shaped who we are today.

8: George Bass (archaeologist) - Wikipedia
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

9: George Bass | British explorer | www.enganchecubano.com
Read "The Life of George Bass Surgeon and sailor of the Enlightenment" by Miriam Estensen with Rakuten Kobo. On 5
February , the ton brig Venus cleared Sydney heads to begin a trading voyage through the islands of the Pac.
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